A video/audio output apparatus comprises a control unit adapted to perform screen management of output video, and generate positional relationship information for each input video data; an extraction unit adapted to generate partial image data from each input video data; an input unit adapted to input audio source differentiated audio data; and a tile generation unit adapted to configure tile data by compiling the partial image data generated by the extraction unit and the audio source differentiated audio data for each drawing region on a screen, based on the positional relationship information generated by the control unit.
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CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

0002. 1. Field of the Invention
0003. The present invention relates to a video/audio output apparatus, a video/audio output method, a computer program and a storage medium, and in particular to a preferred technique used for matching playback audio with playback video.
0004. 2. Description of the Related Art
0005. In video/audio output apparatuses capable of simultaneous playback of plural pieces of video and audio data, part of one screen sometimes gets hidden by another screen. In such a case, the audio data for each screen needs to be composed using one method or another in order to output audio. Technology concerning apparatuses for performing such processing is disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 05-197292, for example.
0006. The “image apparatus” disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open No. 05-197292 refers to positional relationships including the size and overlap of images corresponding to input video signals or to the selection information of specific video. The audio signal synchronized with a large-size image, an image positioned in front of other images, or a selected specific image is set as a standard value, and processing is then automatically performed to reduce the amplitude of audio signals synchronized with other images.
0007. This technology enables sound volume control of audio corresponding to each screen to be performed automatically based on the configuration of the screen when simultaneously outputting a plurality screens. However, this technology is only for controlling the sound volume of audio data corresponding to each screen, and does not enable audio management of individual objects on each screen.
0008. Thus, there are cases in which two objects A and B exist on a CH1 screen, and a CH2 screen newly overlaps the object B, such as shown in FIG. 2, for example. In such a case, audio management of individual objects is not possible with technology using a conventional method.
0009. Consequently, there are disadvantageous times when an audio source B corresponding to the object B hidden by CH1.2 and not displayed, as shown in FIG. 3, is actually output. Conventional technology thus does not enable output audio to be matched with the configuration of output video after a plurality of screens have been composed in a video/audio output apparatus that simultaneously outputs a plurality of screens.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

0010. The present invention was made in consideration of the above problem, and has as its object to enable output audio to be matched with the configuration of output video after a plurality of screens have been composed.

0011. According to one aspect of the present invention, a video/audio output apparatus comprises:
0012. a control unit adapted to perform screen management of output video, and generate positional relationship information for each input video data;
0013. an extraction unit adapted to generate partial image data from the each input video data;
0014. an input unit adapted to input audio source differentiated audio data; and
0015. a tile generation unit adapted to configure tile data by compiling the partial image data generated by the extraction unit and the audio source differentiated audio data for each drawing region on a screen, based on the positional relationship information generated by the control unit.
0016. According to another aspect of the present invention, a video/audio output method comprises:
0017. a control step of performing screen management of output video, and generating positional relationship information for each input video data;
0018. an extraction step of generating partial image data from the each input video data;
0019. an input step of inputting audio source differentiated audio data; and
0020. a tile configuration step of configuring tile data by compiling the partial image data generated in the extraction step and the audio source differentiated audio data for each drawing region on a screen, based on the positional relationship information generated in the control step.
0021. Further features of the present invention will become apparent from the following description of exemplary embodiments, with reference to the attached drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0022. FIG. 1 shows a specific example of a typical effect of preferred embodiments.
0023. FIG. 2 shows an exemplary operation in a common display.
0024. FIG. 3 shows the effect when a video/audio output apparatus of preferred embodiments is not applied.
0025. FIG. 4 shows the relationship between drawing position information, partial image data, and audio source differentiated data in tile data of preferred embodiments.
0026. FIG. 5 shows the relationship between drawing position information, partial image data, audio source differentiated data, and sound volume information in tile data of preferred embodiments.

0027. FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing an exemplary configuration of the video/audio output apparatus according to a first embodiment.
0028. FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing an exemplary configuration of the video/audio output apparatus according to a second embodiment.
0029. FIG. 8 is a block diagram showing an exemplary configuration of the video/audio output apparatus according to a third embodiment.

DESCRIPTION OF THE EMBODIMENTS

First Embodiment

0030. Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention will be described in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

0031. FIG. 6 is a block diagram showing a first embodiment of the present invention. As shown in FIG. 6, a video/
audio output apparatus 700 outputs video data 730 and 732 of a plurality of input streams and audio data (normal audio data) 731 synchronized with the video data as a single video stream to a video output unit 740. The video/audio output apparatus 700 also composes and outputs audio data to an audio output unit 750.

[0032] In this example, the audio output is assumed to consist of normal audio data 731 to be synchronized with video data 730 (first video data) and 732 (second video data), and audio source differentiated audio data 733 in which the audio sources are separated for each object in the video data.

[0033] Firstly, the video data 730 and 732 are input to an image extraction unit 701. The image extraction unit 701 divides each frame of the video data 730 and 732 into arbitrary sized blocks, and outputs the blocks as partial image data 722.

[0034] The normal audio data 731 is input to an audio source separation unit 702. The audio source separation unit 702, in addition to separating the audio data for each audio source included in the input audio data, specifies the coordinates of the audio sources on the screen and outputs the audio source differentiated audio data 733 in association with the audio source coordinate information as audio source differentiated data 723.

[0035] While audio source separation and coordinate specification may be performed using an analysis method that employs object recognition, a simple method can be employed that involves separating the left and right stereo output as two pieces of audio source differentiated audio data, and setting the coordinates thereof as the arbitrary coordinates of the left and right halves of the screen. Note that audio source differentiated audio data 733, which has already been separated into audio source differentiated data, is not input to the audio source separation unit 702 when input to the video/audio output apparatus 700.

[0036] A screen control unit 703, which manages the screen configuration of video data in the output image, generates screen positional relationship information 721 that includes the output position and vertical positional relationship of each screen (input video), and the type of composition processing, such as opaque composition/translucent composition or the like, and outputs the generated screen positional relationship information 721 to a tile generation unit 705. The screen positional relationship information 721 shows the finished configuration of the output screen.

[0037] The tile generation unit 705 receives as input the partial image data 722, the audio source differentiated data 723 and the screen positional relationship information 721, which are output by the above described units, and the audio source differentiated audio data 733, which had already been separated as audio source differentiated data when input to the video/audio output apparatus 700. The tile generation unit 705 generates and outputs this data as tile data 710, which is a data unit, for each drawing region on each screen. That is, the tile generation unit 705 configures tile data by compiling the partial image data 722 and the audio source differentiated audio data 723 and 733 for each drawing region on the screen, based on the screen positional relationship information 721.

[0038] The case where two audio sources are included in the single frame of output image data 500, as shown in FIG. 4, will be described as an example. In the case of FIG. 4, the audio sources A and B are included in CH.1, and the audio source coordinates thereof correspond respectively to first partial image data 501 and second partial image data 502.

[0039] In such a case, the first partial image data 501, the CH.1 audio source A, and the drawing position information of the first partial image data 501 form one piece of tile data. Similarly, the second partial image data 502, the CH.1 audio source B, and the drawing position information of the second partial image data 502 form one piece of tile data. Since audio source differentiated data corresponding to other portions does not exist, the tile data for these portions is configured by only partial image data and drawing position information.

[0040] In the case where the tile data includes sound volume information, as shown in the example in FIG. 5, partial image data 601 to 606 forms tile data having partial image data, drawing position information, audio source differentiated data, and sound volume information. The tile data for other portions is configured by only partial image data and drawing position information.

[0041] Tile data 710 thus configured is input to an image processing unit 708. The image processing unit 708 outputs tile data after processing the image on each piece of input tile data to improve the picture quality and the like for the partial image data 713, and updates the partial image data 713.

[0042] Tile data output from the image processing unit 708 is input to a screen composition unit 706. The screen composition unit 706 composes and displays the partial image data 713 with reference to the drawing position information 712 of the plural pieces of input tile data, and outputs output screen data.

[0043] The output screen data (output video) output from the screen composition unit 706 is input to the video output unit 740. The video output unit 740 outputs on an arbitrary display the inputted output screen data. As a result, a plurality of inputted video streams are output as a single video stream in the video output unit 740.

[0044] In relation to audio output, on the other hand, an audio composition unit 707 receives the tile data as inputs, and composes audio with reference to the audio source differentiated data 714 and the sound volume information 711 in the tile data. Specifically, the audio composition unit 707 composes the audio source differentiated data 714 included in the tile data by a ratio of the sound volume information 711, and generates one screen of output audio for each channel of the audio output unit 750. That is, the audio composition unit 707 functions as an audio data generation unit that generates audio data which includes a proportion of the audio source differentiated data relative to the overall sound volume as sound volume information.

[0045] Since the tile generation unit 705 only adds audio source differentiated data 714 and sound volume information 711 to tile data 710 whose audio is to be output, the output audio data is composed only for audio source differentiated data 714 to be output. The audio source differentiated data 714 to be output here is audio source differentiated data 714 that corresponds to the partial image data 713 displayed on the output image data 500, for example.

[0046] Further, a screen selection unit 704 provides a user interface that enables the user to select either an arbitrary range on an output screen or a screen, and inputs the specified screen information to the screen control unit 703 as screen control information 720. The screen control information 720 thus inputted makes it possible for the user to change the screen configuration as a result, by changing the screen configuration managed by the screen control unit 703.

[0047] As described above, the compatibility of output image data 500 in the video output unit 740 and output audio data in the audio output unit 750 can be achieved in a video/
audio output apparatus that receives as input a plurality of video streams and a plurality of audio streams corresponding to video streams. Output audio data can thus be matched with output image data.

Second Embodiment

[0048] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing an exemplary configuration of a second embodiment of the present invention. Similar to the video/audio output apparatus 700 according to the first embodiment, video/audio output apparatus 800 according to this embodiment comprises an image extraction unit 801 (which inputs first video data 840 and second video data 842, and outputs partial image data 832), an audio source separation unit 802 (which inputs normal audio data 841, and outputs audio source differentiated data 833), a screen control unit 803, a screen selection unit 804, and a tile generation unit 805 (which inputs the partial image data 832, the audio source differentiated data 833, and audio source differentiated audio data 843). This configuration differs from the first embodiment shown in FIG. 6 in that a plurality of video output units 850 and 851 and a plurality of audio output units 860 and 861 are included. Further, this configuration comprises a plurality of image processing units 808 and 811. Note that in the present embodiment, the respective screen configurations of a first video output unit 850 and a second video output unit 851 are assumed to be independent.

[0049] In the present embodiment, the screen control unit 803 performs screen management for both the first video output unit 850 and the second video output unit 851 based on screen control information from the screen control unit 804. The screen control unit 803 inputs screen positional relationship information 831 to a first screen composition unit 806, a first audio composition unit 807, a second screen composition unit 809, and a second audio composition unit 810. Thus, in the present embodiment, drawing position information is not included in tile data 820, unlike the first embodiment.

[0050] The first screen composition unit 806 and the second screen composition unit 809 compose, in specified positional relationships, video streams to be played in the video output units, with reference to the screen positional relationship information 831 respectively input from the screen control unit 803 and the tile data 820 (including sound volume information 821, partial image data 823, and/or audio source differentiated data 824) via first image processing unit 808 and second image processing unit 811 respectively, and output the composed video streams.

[0051] Similarly, the first audio composition unit 807 and the second audio composition unit 810 select and compose audio streams to be played in the audio output units, with reference to the screen positional relationship information 831 respectively input from the screen control unit 803, and output the composed audio streams.

[0052] Therefore, even if there are a plurality of video output units and audio output units with independent screen configurations, it is possible to match the video and audio output of the video output units and audio output units.

[0053] FIG. 1 shows a typical effect of the present embodiment. Two screens CH.1 100 and CH.2 110 are output on a single video output unit, with an object A 101 and an object B 102 existing on CH.1.

[0054] Thus, FIG. 1 shows that in the case where the object B 102 of the CH.1 100 is hidden by the CH.2 110, only the CH.1 audio source A 103 corresponding to the object A 101 is output and the CH.1 audio source B 104 corresponding to the object B 102 is erased from the output audio of an audio output unit 120. Note that a case where there is no audio source corresponding to the CH.2 110 is shown in this example for simplification.

[0055] FIG. 2 shows a general use case of a display. A single screen CH.1 200 is output on a signal video output unit, with an object A 201 and an object B 202 existing on the CH.1 200.

[0056] FIG. 2 shows that, in this case, a CH.1 audio source A 203 and a CH.1 audio source B 204 corresponding respectively to the object A 201 and the object B 202 are output from the output audio of an audio output unit 220. In such a case, the output audio is the same for both the prior art and the present invention, since audio data corresponding to the CH.1 200 is output.

[0057] FIG. 3 shows the effect when the video/audio output apparatus of the present invention is not applied. In this case, two screens CH.1 300 and CH.2 310 are output on a single video output unit, with an object A 201 and an object B 202 existing on the CH.1 300, and the object B 202 of the CH.1 300 being hidden by the CH.2 310.

[0058] In such a case, conventional technology only enables audio data corresponding to the CH.1 300 to be controlled together, and does not enable audio management to be performed for each object. Thus, not only audio data corresponding to the object A 301 (that is, CH.1 audio source A 303) but also audio data corresponding to the object B 302 (that is, CH.1 audio source B 304) would be output from the output audio of an audio output unit 320 despite the object B 302 being hidden by the CH.2 310.

[0059] Also, audio data corresponding to the object A 301 may sometimes not be output despite the object A 301 appearing on the output screen. In either case, it is possible that the output image and the output audio may not be matched.

[0060] FIG. 4 shows the relationship between drawing position information, partial image data, and audio source differentiated data in the tile data of the present embodiment. In this example, output image data 500 is divided into 16 blocks, with the CH.1 audio source A being corresponded to first partial image data 501 and the CH.1 audio source B being similarly corresponded to second partial image data 502.

[0061] FIG. 5 shows the relationship between sound volume information, drawing position information, partial image data, and audio source differentiated data in the tile data of the present embodiment. In this example, output image data 600 is divided into 16 blocks, with the CH.1 audio source A being corresponded to partial image data 601 at a sound volume of 100%.

[0062] Similarly, the CH.1 audio source B is corresponded to partial image data 602 at a sound volume of 60%. Similarly, the CH.1 audio source B is corresponded to partial image data 603 to 606 at respective sound volumes of 10%. Thus, even in the case where audio sources are positioned over a wide area on the output screen, the distribution of the audio sources can be represented by adding sound volume information.

Third Embodiment

[0063] A third embodiment of the present invention will be described next with reference to FIG. 8.

[0064] Similar to the video/audio output apparatus 700 according to the first embodiment, video/audio output apparatus 900 according to this embodiment comprises an image extraction unit 901 (which inputs first video data 930 and second video data 932, and outputs partial image data 922), an audio source separation unit 902 (which inputs normal audio
data 931, and outputs audio source differentiated data 923), a screen control unit 903 (which inputs image control information 920), a image selection unit 904, a tile generation unit 905 (which inputs the partial image data 922, the audio source differentiated data 923, and audio source differentiated audio data 933, and outputs tile data including sound volume information 911, partial image data 913, and/or audio source differentiated data 914), screen composition unit 906, and audio composition unit 907. In FIG. 8, the screen control unit 903 outputs screen positional relationship information 921 to the screen composition unit 906 and the audio composition unit 907. The selection of partial image data 913 to be drawn and audio source differentiated data 914 to be played is performed respectively by the screen composition unit 906 (which outputs a composed screen to a video output unit 940) and the audio composition unit 907 (which outputs a composed audio to a audio output unit 950). Since the specific functions and operations are similar to the first and second embodiments, a detailed description thereof will be omitted.

Additional Embodiments of the Present Invention

[0065] Although embodiments of the present invention have been described in detail above, it is possible for the invention to take on the form of a system, apparatus, computer program or storage medium. More specifically, the present invention may be applied to a system comprising a plurality of devices or to an apparatus comprising a single device.

[0066] It should be noted that there are cases where the object of the invention is attained also by supplying a program, which implements the functions of the foregoing embodiments, directly or remotely to a system or apparatus, reading the supplied program codes with a computer of the system or apparatus, and then executing the program codes.

[0067] Accordingly, since the functions of the present invention are implemented by computer, the program codes per se installed in the computer also fall within the technical scope of the present invention. In other words, the present invention also covers the computer program itself that is for the purpose of implementing the functions of the present invention.

[0068] In this case, so long as the system or apparatus has the functions of the program, the form of the program, e.g., object code, a program executed by an interpreter or script data supplied to an operating system, etc., does not matter.

[0069] Examples of storage media that can be used for supplying the program are a floppy (registered trademark) disk, hard disk, optical disk, magneto-optical disk, CD-ROM, CD-R, CD-RW, magnetic tape, non-volatile type memory card, ROM, DVD (DVD-ROM, DVD-R), etc.

[0070] As for the method of supplying the program, a client computer can be connected to a website on the Internet using a browser possessed by the client computer, and the computer program per se of the present invention or a compressed file that contains an automatic installation function can be downloaded to a recording medium such as a hard disk. Further, the program of the present invention can be supplied by dividing the program code constituting the program into a plurality of files and downloading the files from different websites. In other words, a WWW server that downloads, to multiple users, the program files that implement the functions of the present invention by computer also is covered by the present invention.

[0071] Further, it is also possible to encrypt and store the program of the present invention on a storage medium such as a CD-ROM, distribute the storage medium to users, allow users who meet certain requirements to download decryption key information from a website via the Internet, and allow these users to run the encrypted program by using the key information, whereby the program is installed in the user computer. Further, besides the case where the aforementioned functions according to the embodiment are implemented by executing the read program by computer, an operating system or the like running on the computer may perform all or a part of the actual processing so that the functions of the foregoing embodiment can be implemented by this processing.

[0072] Furthermore, after the program read from the storage medium is written to a memory provided in a function expansion board inserted into the computer or a function expansion unit connected to the computer, a CPU or the like mounted on the function expansion board or function expansion unit performs all or a part of the actual processing so that the functions of the foregoing embodiment can be implemented by this processing.

[0073] Thus, in accordance with the present invention, as described above, it is possible to provide a technique through which the confidentiality of print data can be maintained even under such circumstances as interruption of power.

[0074] As described above, tile data in which the output audio is matched with the audio source object displayed on the output screen can be configured according to the present invention. In particular, output audio can be matched with the configuration of output video after a plurality of screens have been composed in a video/audio output apparatus that simultaneously outputs a plurality of screens.

[0075] While the present invention has been described with reference to exemplary embodiments, it is to be understood that the invention is not limited to the disclosed exemplary embodiments. The scope of the following claims is to be accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass all such modifications and equivalent structures and functions.

1. A video/audio output apparatus comprising:
   a control unit configured to perform screen management of output video, and generate positional relationship information for each input video data;
   an image division unit configured to generate partial image data by dividing each input video data;
   an input unit configured to input audio data;
   an audio separation unit configured to generate audio source differentiated data by separating the audio data input for each audio source included in the audio data;
   a tile generation unit configured to generate tile data by compiling the generated partial image data and the generated audio source differentiated data for each drawing region on a screen, based on the generated positional relationship information;
   a screen composition unit configured to generate one piece of screen data by composing the generated tile data;
   an output unit configured to display the generated screen data on a display device; and
   an audio data composition unit configured to generate audio data for one screen by composing the audio source differentiated data in the generated tile data.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the audio separation unit further specifies coordinates of each audio source on the screen, and associates the separated audio data with information of the audio source coordinates.
3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the tile data includes a proportion of the audio source differentiated audio data relative to an overall sound volume information.

4. A video/audio output method comprising:
   performing screen management of output video, and generating positional relationship information for each input video data;
   generating partial image data by dividing each input video data;
   inputting audio data;
   generating audio source differentiated data by separating the audio data for each audio source included in the audio data;
   generating tile data by compiling the generated partial image data and the generated audio source differentiated data for each drawing region on a screen, based on the generated positional relationship information;
   generating one piece of screen data by composing the generated tile data;
   displaying the generated screen data on a display device;
   and
   generating audio data for one screen by composing the audio source differentiated data in the generated tile data.

5. The method according to claim 4, further comprising:
   specifying coordinates of each audio source on the screen;
   and
   associating the separated audio data with information of the audio source coordinates.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the tile data includes a proportion of the audio source differentiated audio data relative to an overall sound volume as sound volume information.

7. A computer program, stored on a storage medium, for causing a computer to execute:
   performing screen management of output video, and generating positional relationship information for each input video data;
   generating partial image data by dividing each input video data;
   inputting audio data;
   generating audio source differentiated data by separating the audio data input for each audio source included in the audio data;
   generating tile data by compiling the generated partial image data and the generated audio source differentiated data for each drawing region on a screen, based on the generated positional relationship information;
   generating one piece of screen data by composing the generated tile data;
   displaying the generated screen data on a display device;
   and
   generating audio data for one screen by composing the audio source differentiated data in the generated tile data.

8. The computer program according to claim 7, further comprising:
   specifying coordinates of each audio source on the screen;
   and
   associating the separated audio data with information of the audio source coordinates.

9. The computer program according to claim 7, wherein the tile data includes a proportion of the audio source differentiated audio data relative to an overall sound volume as sound volume information.

10. A computer-readable storage medium storing the computer program as claimed in claim 7.

11. The computer-readable storage medium according to claim 10, wherein the computer program further comprises:
    specifying coordinates of each audio source on the screen;
    and
    associating the separated audio data with information of the audio source coordinates.

12. The computer-readable storage medium storing the computer program as claimed in claim 10 wherein the tile data includes a proportion of the audio source differentiated audio data relative to an overall sound volume as sound volume information.